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Abstract. Due to the increase in video streaming traffic over the Inter-
net, more innovative methods are in demand for improving both Quality
of Experience (QoE) of users and Quality of Service (QoS) of providers.
In recent years, HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) has received signifi-
cant attention from both industry and academia based on its impacts in
the enhancement of media streaming services. However, HAS-alone can-
not guarantee a seamless viewing experience, since this highly relies on
the Network Operators’ infrastructure and evolving network conditions.
Along with the development of future Internet infrastructure, Software-
Defined Networking (SDN) has been researched and newly implemented
as a promising solution in improving services of different Internet lay-
ers. In order to enhance quality of video delivery, we try to combine the
above two technologies, which has not been well-studied in academia. In
this paper, we present a novel architecture incorporating bitrate adapta-
tion and dynamic route allocation. At the client side, adaptation logic of
VBR videos streaming is built based on the MPEG-DASH standard. On
the network side, a SDN controller is implemented with several routing
strategies on top of the OpenFlow protocol. Our experimental results
show that the proposed solution enhances at least 38% up to 185% in
term of average bitrate in comparison with some existing solutions as well
as achieves smoother viewing experience than the traditional Internet.
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1 Introduction

The last decade has witnessed a tremendous escalation of media content con-
sumption, especially high-definition videos over the Internet. Cisco forecasts that
the global Internet traffic in 2021 will equivalent to 127 times of that of the year
2005. In 2017, among the services over the Internet such as web, email, file
sharing, etc., video streaming takes part in more than 74% of the global Inter-
net traffic and will continue to rise over 81% by 2021 [1]. Those numbers figures
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show the necessity of developing methods in optimization of video streaming over
the Internet that satisfy both efficiency for service providers and the quality for
users. In that context, one technology has become the de facto standard for Inter-
net streaming: HTTP-Based Adaptive Streaming (HAS) [2]. Using HTTP HAS
is leveraging an ubiquitous and highly optimized delivery infrastructure, origi-
nally created for the web traffic, which includes, e.g., Content Delivery Networks
(CDNs), caches, and proxies.

One of the enablers of the success of HAS was the open standard MPEG-
DASH (Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP) [2,3]. The fundamental prin-
ciple of DASH is encoding video content into multiple versions at different dis-
crete bitrates. And clients can request segment’s version actively which avoids
the overhead computation at the server when numerous clients connect to the
server simultaneously. Rate adaptation algorithms of HAS clients were often
categorized into three categories, namely throughput based, buffer based and
hybrid method throughput-buffer based.

From another aspect, Software-Defined Networking [4] is a new network archi-
tecture, that centralizes network intelligence in one network component by dis-
associating the forwarding process of network packets (data plane) from the
routing process (control plane). In SDN, the common logical architecture in all
switches, routers, and other network devices are managed by an SDN controller
that allows networks policies be dynamically designed to support each single
specific application.

In this study, we develop new methods to unite the advantages of dynamic
adaptive streaming over HTTP and Software-Defined Networking. At the client
side, the proposed adaptation algorithm based on DASH that frequently requires
quality levels of video segments (a bitrate level of video segment, a high quality
level means a high video quality) up or down depending on the bandwidth and
client’s buffer status. Within the transportation network, in order to improve
the bandwidth received at client, two routing policies are proposed, called peri-
odically routing and on-demand routing. Experimental results prove that our
approach out-performs the existing state-of-the-art streaming solutions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the
related work on several existing adaptation method and bandwidth allocation
schemes. Section 3 introduces our bitrate adaptation algorithm and SDN-based
dynamic routing solutions. The experiment setup and performance evaluation of
the proposed solution is also presented in this section. Conclusion and possible
future extensions are presented in the last section.

2 Related Work

The DASH standard is designed to cope with highly varying delivery conditions.
Over the past few years, many bitrate adaptation algorithms have been intro-
duced in order to improve user’s Quality of Experience (QoE). Their difference is
mainly the required input information, ranging from network characteristics to
application-layer parameters such as the playback buffer or the download speed.
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In DASH, all algorithms decide the bitrate of next download segment based on
the throughput variation or buffer level at the client side. These algorithms can
be roughly divided into three main types such as the throughput-based group
[5,6]; the buffer-based group [7,8] and the mixed type of rate adaptation algo-
rithms, [9,10].

In throughput-based methods, bitrate is decided based on the estimated
throughput without considering buffer. These schemes mainly aim at dynam-
ically adapting a video bitrate to an available bandwidth, which usually leads
to a low bandwidth utilization and cannot reach the maximum quality allowed
by the available bandwidth. This is because, in such schemes, video bitrates
higher than available bandwidth are never allowed to be selected to avoid play-
back interruptions. The key differences between these methods are the ways
to estimate and use the throughput. As discussed in [5,6], authors proposed a
rate adaptation algorithm based on the estimated throughput (called aggressive
method) where the last segment throughput is simply used as the estimated
throughput. It is currently the most responsive method to capture the dynamic
changes of throughput. In the aggressive method, the bitrate is decided as the
highest bitrate that is lower than the estimated throughput.

Buffer-based schemes basically employ buffer thresholds to decide the changes
of bitrate. Compared to the throughput-based methods, buffer-based methods
provide smoother video bitrate curves in on-demand streaming. Usually, during
a certain range of buffer level, a client will try to maintain the current bitrate,
resulting in a stable bitrate curve and a rather unstable buffer level. However,
when bandwidth is drastically reduced, the buffer-based methods may cause sud-
den change of bitrate, still. This is mainly because there is a trade-off between
the stability of buffer occupancy and the smoothness of video bitrate due to the
time-varying bandwidth. In [7,8] Huang et al. proposed a class of buffer-based
bitrate adaptation algorithm for HTTP video streaming, called BBA, that is
based only on the current playback buffer occupancy as bitrate is selected heuris-
tically without throughput estimation. The objective of BBA is to maximize the
average video quality by selecting the available highest bitrate level that the
network can support and avoid stalling events.

There are some ABR (Adaptive Bitrate Selection) algorithms in the litera-
ture that consider also the path bandwidth combining with the current buffer
occupancy to select the most suitable video version for the next segment. In, [9],
the authors proposed a rate adaptation algorithm for VBR video which based
on buffer thresholds to request the next video quality level. The authors in [10]
proposed a segment-aware rate adaptation (SARA) algorithm that considers the
segment size variation in addition to the estimated path bandwidth and the cur-
rent buffer occupancy to accurately predict the time required to download the
next segment. This ensures that the best possible representation of the video is
downloaded while avoiding video buer starvation.
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Overall, current adaptation algorithms for HTTP Adaptive Streaming adjust
the quality version of video segments to achieve the highest bandwidth utiliza-
tion, smooth playback as well as avoid buffer underflow or overflow. However,
the algorithms almost focus on improving the adaptation policy at the client
side without considering the available resources in the networks.

There are some studies proposed in the literature for HAS over SDN. In [11],
the authors proposed an adaptive HTTP video streaming framework utilizing
the flow route selection capability of SDN networks. In this method the SDN
controller reroutes DASH flows in each segment period after the client has com-
pletely downloaded. This leads to the controller being overloaded when great
number of clients accesses at the same time or when network load increases
rapidly. In [12], the authors proposed an SDN architecture to monitor network
conditions of streaming ow in real time and dynamically change routing paths
using multi-protocol label switching to provide reliable video watching experi-
ence. In SDNHAS [13], Bentaleb et al. relies on an SDN-based management and
resource allocation architecture with the goal to estimates optimal QoE policies
for groups of users and requests a bandwidth constraint slice allocation, while
providing encoding recommendations to HAS players. However, these studies
only present the general adaptation mechanism.

3 Problem Formulation

In this section, we propose a HTTP adaptive streaming solution included adap-
tation algorithm at client and network routing policies for video contents over
Software-Defined Networking platform.

3.1 Network Context of HTTP Streaming over SDN

As Fig. 1. depicts, HTTP video streaming is carried out over an Openflow/SDN
transportation network where Openflow switches are controlled by the SDN
controller. In our design, this controller can reinforce routing policies based on

Fig. 1. HTTP streaming over SDN
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network conditions, while at the client side, a bitrate adaptation algorithm can
be implemented in order to acquire a seamless playback as well as a best possible
video quality.

3.2 Adaptation Problems

Many adaptation algorithms have been proposed to attain a good experience in
poor bandwidth conditions (highly variable throughput or low bandwidth etc.).
With a proper method, a client can avoid video freezing caused by sudden severe
bandwidth drop and achieve an acceptable video’s quality. Before presenting the
proposal, three adaptation algorithms corresponding to the three well known
mechanism as mentioned before will be introduced first. Table 1 shows the sym-
bols used in this study.

Table 1. Symbols using in the paper.

Symbol Description

i Segment index

j Version index

q The number of quality level

Bi The buffer level at segment i

Ii The representation’s index of segment i

Di The download rate of segment i

Rj The bitrate of version j

Be
i+1 The estimate buffer for segment i+1

BTh The buffer threshold

DTh The bitrate threshold

Ti The measured throughput at segment i

T e
i+1 The estimate throughput for segment i+1

RTT Round Trip Time

SD Segment Duration

The authors in [5,6] proposed the Aggressive algorithm based on throughput
without considering the buffer’s condition. The next throughput T e

i+1 is assigned
equal to the current throughput and the highest possible value of segment bitrate
Rj is computed by the estimated throughput and a safety margin μ as in Eq. 1
with μ is range from 0 to 0.5.

Ii+1 = arg max
j

{
Rj | Rj ≤ (1 − μ) × T e

i+1

}
(1)
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BBA is a very well-known buffer-based adaptation algorithm. According to BBA
[7,8], the average segment size of each corresponding bitrate is mapped to an
instantaneous buffer level, in a linear manner with two fixed points for the lowest
and highest bit-rate. BBA is too conservative during startup. The network can
sustain a much higher video rate, but the algorithm is just not aware of it yet.
There is a trade-off between buffer occupancy and video quality in BBA.

The Segment Aware Rate Adaptation - SARA [10] estimated next weighted
Harmonic Mean throughput based on all measured throughputs in the past as
Eq. 2, where wi and di are the volume and the download rate of segment num-
ber i, respectively. SARA selects the most suitable representation for the next
segment to be downloaded based on Hn the buffer occupancy at any given time,
Bcurr. The rate adaptation is done in four stages including fast start, addictive
increase, aggressive switching, delayed download corresponding to Bcurr value.

Hn =
∑n

i=1 wi∑n
i=1

wi

di

(2)

3.3 Our Proposed Adaptation Algorithm – MUNTH (iMpede
sUspend and AttaiN PoTential PatH)

In our solution, next throughput is estimated based on two previous measured
throughput at client as described in Eq. 3 [9], where γ is a dynamic constant
range from [0,1]. This enables a client to adapt well with the highly bandwidth
fluctuations especially with highly variable bandwidth which is the main cause
of video freezing. The γ is usually set to be 0.5, when γ = 1.0, and the estimation
is exactly the same as aggressive method.

T e
i+1 = γ × Ti + (1 − γ) × Ti−1 (3)

To avoid video freezing, we propose a new quality selection mechanism based
on the estimate buffer level. Equation 4 [14] is used to estimate the next buffer
level if client selects quality level j for Segment number i where SD is seg-
ment duration. Our objective is to choose a suitable quality level to keep the
buffer greater than a threshold BTh to prevent stalling events. The details of
our method are shown in Algorithm 1.

Be
i+1 = Bi + SD − RTT − SD × Ri

T e
i+1

(4)
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Algorithm 1. Bitrate Adaptation Algorithm - MUNTH

Input: Ti, Rn, Bi,BTh, Di, RTT , DTh, SD
Output: Ii+1

1 T e
i+1 ← γ × Ti + (1 − γ) × Ti−1; // Estimate throughput.

2 Ii+1 ← 0
3 if Di ≤ DTh then
4 Request for a new path;
5 else
6 for j ← q − 1 to 0 do
7 Be

i+1 ← Bi + SD − RTT − SD×Rj

T e
i+1

; // Estimate next buffer

level.

8 if Be
i+1 ≥ BTh then

9 Ii+1 = j;
10 end
11 end
12 end

In the proposed algorithm, when the download rate Di is smaller than
DTh = 1000 kbps, client is going to send a message to the network controller
to request an optimal path which is sufficiency to transport video data. The
detail policies at network controller will be discussed in the next subsection.

3.4 Routing Policies

With the OpenFlow/SDN-based architecture [15] which can control and manage
all types of data flows in the control layer, the SDN platform provides ability to
flexibly perform any routing rules in the network. Furthermore, the centralized
scheme of SDN has the ability to entirely monitor the network topology and
routing status, and timely modify the path selection according to the changes of
network states.

Periodical Routing. We proposed a periodical routing mechanism to select
the optimal path every T seconds based on the stability and availability of each
path. Every path from a client to the server will be represented by Reprep as
shown in Eq. 5.

Reprep = (1 − ωp) × BW p
inst (5)

Reprep is calculated from the stability wp and the availability BW p
inst which

are:

BW p
inst: The instant bandwidth of each path measured by the SDN controller,

p represents for path number p in n available paths (indexed from 0 to n−1)
from a client to the server. If a path includes multiple links, BW p

inst is assigned
to the bandwidth of the bottleneck link.
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wp: The stability of a path p, calculated by the Eq. 6. Where: BW p
i is the

measured bandwidth on path p at i × T seconds before. wp is in range [0,1]
and the higher wp is, the less stable path p is.

ωp =

√∑m
1 (BWp

i −BWp)2

m

∑n−1
p=0

√∑m
1 (BWp

i −BWp)2

m

(6)

The Controller selects the most stable and available path which has the
highest Reprep as shown in Eq. 7 where Indx is the selected path index.

Indx = indexOf(max{Reprep

p=0..n−1

}) (7)

Adaptive Routing - MUNTH. We propose an active mechanism from client
namely MUNTH to request for the optimal path when the current bandwidth
is not satisfying their demand. A client can send a ‘reroute’ message to the
controller when download rate is lower than 1000 kbps and the controller then
selects the optimal path having highest BW p

inst to serve the stream as shown in
Eq. 8. the controller only has to seek a new path when poor network conditions
occur otherwise the path will be kept during the stream session. This mechanism
has two advantages: firstly, it reduces computation at the controller compared to
the periodical routing scheme. Secondly, a client knows best about its perceived
network condition as well as its ability therefore giving client an ability to control
the adaptive rates is meaningful.

Indx = indexOf(max{BW p
inst

p=0..n−1

}) (8)

3.5 Experiment Setting

In this section we present the experiment setting as well as evaluate the perfor-
mance of our proposed scheme. The setup video streaming system includes three
parts: DASH client, SDN network and Video Server. The client is installed by
libdash library [16] on linux to serve the DASH standards. Client’s media player
is implemented by Qtsampleplayer [16] with buffer size of 50 s. The emulated
server stores a VBR video clip named “Elephants Dream” [17] with length of
10 min 52 s, 2 s segment, 24 fps and Full-HD resolution (1920 × 1080). Every seg-
ment is encoded to 12 different versions corresponding to 12 QP values (13 to
46) of the H264 standard. In this paper, safety margin μ is set equal to 0.1. We
test our solution in two experiments as follows:

Experiment 1: Buffer threshold (BTh) optimization
• Client runs the MUNTH adaptation algorithm with BTh of 10 s, 15 s, 20 s,

25 s with the adaptive routing policy at the controller (m = 5)
Experiment 2: To evaluate the performance of MUNTH, we investigate the
related existing schemes by setting up as follows:
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• Scheme “AGG DF”: Client runs the aggressive algorithm, the controller
is active with the conventional routing policy (e.g. Dijkstra algorithm).

• Scheme “SARA”: Client runs SARA algorithm controller have the same
configuration as scheme “AGG DF”.

• Scheme “BBA”: Client runs BBA algorithm (BBA parameter), controller
have the same configuration as scheme “AGG DF”.

• Scheme “AGG RR”: Client runs Aggressive algorithm, controller now
uses periodical routing policy.

• And our scheme “MUNTH”: Client runs MUNTH algorithm with the
optimal BTh selected from Experiment 1.

3.6 Performance Evaluation

BTh Optimization for MUNTH. The Table 2 shows the quality metric
resulted from MUNTH. As we can see, with the lowest buffer thershold, with
BTh = 10 s the stalling duration gets highest at 43.1 s. It also has the highest rate
of buffer level lower than 10 s as well as lowest average buffer. In contrast, experi-
ment with BTh = 20 s shows the best results. Stalling duration is zero, percentage
of buffer ≤10 s is only 1.83% while keeping average buffer in a comparable level
than BTh = 25 s. However, a higher BTh can harm the video quality because
clients concentrate in avoiding stalling events more than video representation.
As we can see, when BTh = 25 s both average bitrate and percentage of bitrate
≥8000 kbps is smaller than the rest.

Table 2. MUNTH performance with different BTh values

Criteria BTh = 10 s BTh = 15 s BTh = 20 s BTh = 25 s

Stalling event 6 2 0 3

Stalling duration 43.1 38.9 0 21.45

Percentage buffer ≤ 10 s (%) 21.95 6.4 1.83 4.27

Average birate 10613.64 10496.54 10764.62 9575.02

Bitrate ≥ 8000 kbps 46.34 44.21 46.34 40.55

Switching down version 42 33 39 44

In conclusion, the experiment results show that our MUNTH algorithm with
BTh = 20 s enables a client to occupy enough buffer to avoid freezing event while
achieving a comparable video quality compared with the others. The optimal
value for BTh was chosen to be 20 s.

Performance Comparison. In this part, the MUNTH algorithm with opti-
mized BTh = 20 s will be compared with the other algorithms as listed in Exper-
iment 2.
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Figure 2 shows the occupied buffer for 5 different schemes respectively. The
periodical routing mechanism enables AGG RR to delivery segments on a stable
path and a client can achieve a smoother streaming compared to AGG DF. The
result for AGG RR shows that in only the duration from segment 50 to 100
stalling events occurs. MUNTH successfully avoids stalling events (0 times) by
smooth throughput estimation and selection of suitable video rate to preserve
buffer on an optimal path.

Fig. 2. Buffer level of all methods

Figure 3 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of bitrate during
the playing time. The first thing to notice from the bitrate CDF figure is that
the percentage of segments downloaded at the high bitrate of MUNTH is greater
than the rest. Specifically, around 40% of MUNTH’s segments has bitrate greater
than 10000 kbps. The CDF value at 10000 kbps for AGG DF and SARA is lower
about 20% while the figure for BBA is lowest at 10%. The periodical routing
policy of AGG RR enable about 30% of segments are downloaded with bitrate
rate ≥ 10000 kbps.

Table 3 shows the precise numerical metrics accumulated during our test.
From the table, we can see that AGG DF has the average quality level com-
pared to the other methods while having the highest freeze frequency and freeze
duration. SARA is the mixed throughput - buffer algorithm which can reduce
stalling events compared to AGG DF but the video’s average bitrate is slightly
lower. BBA successfully avoids stalling events. However, the average bitrate (in
kpbs) of BBA is lowest at only 3754.68 kbps. By using the periodical rerouting
policy, AGG RR acquires a higher bitrate than AGG DF and can avoid freez-
ing by choosing the most stable path every T second. MUNTH shows a supe-
rior result compared to the other methods. Firstly, buffer statistics show that
MUNTH can avoid stalling events while keeping a high buffer occupancy (Avg
Buffer = 35.24 s). Secondly, by the adaptive routing policy, MUNTH achieves the
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Fig. 3. Cumulative distribution function of bitrate

highest Average bitrate at 10734.18 kbps - an enhancement about 69.5%, 80.3%,
185.9%, 21.79% compared to AGG DF, SARA, BBA and AGG RR respec-
tively. Another quality metric is the number of switching-down version event,
users are sensitive with the changing in the video quality, especially with sud-
denly drop of bitrate versions. As we can see, MUNTH obtains the comparable
switch-down version with BBA and SARA. Whereas achieving such better per-
formance, MUNTH consumes much less computation at the controller compared
with AGG RR by a politic switching path mechanism.

Table 3. Results’ statistics of the methods

Criteria AGG DF SARA BBA AGG RR MUNTH

Stalling duration 125.11 75.32 0 81.3 0

Number of stalling events 26 8 0 13 0

Average buffer (s) 29.27 17.61 32.55 35.24 31.50

Average bitrate (kbps) 6331.33 5953.73 3754.68 8800.26 10734.18

Number of version switch-downs 79 21 25 105 39

Switch path N/A N/A N/A 23 2

4 Conclusion

In this article we proposed a combined solution both from the client and network
perspective to enhance users’ experience while using HTTP Adaptive Streaming
applications over SDN network. From the client side, our proposed adaptation
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algorithm - MUNTH uses smooth throughput estimation and buffer occupancy
estimation mechanism to select a segment representation which helps the client
to deal with bandwidth fluctuation therefore able to request a suitable bitrate
version without harming buffer level leading to stalling event. From the network
side, we proposed two routing policies, periodical routing and adaptive routing –
MUNTH. Two metrics named stability wp and availability BW p

inst of a path are
used to select the optimal path from the client to the sever in periodical routing
manner. MUNTH routing policy is a client active scheme, where the client can
actively request a new path that best satisfies its requirement. The experiment
results show that our proposals is superior to the predecessors.

For future work, we will solve a problem where topology is more complicated
and multiple clients connect to multiple servers. Therefore, the problem is not
only about rate adaptation and path selection but also about fairness, stability
and resource utilization among clients.
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